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Abstract—This paper proposes an ultra-scaled memory device, 

called ‘Dynamic Flash Memory (DFM)’. With a dual-gate 

Surrounding Gate Transistor (SGT), a capacitorless 4F2 cell can 

be achieved. Similar to DRAM [1], refresh is needed, but high-

speed block refresh can improve the duty ratio. Analogous to Flash 

[2], three fundamental operations of “0” Erase, “1” Program, and 

Read are needed, but fast random read and page program are 

available. Through 2D TCAD simulation, the three basic 

operations for Dynamic Flash Memory have been qualitatively 

validated. 

Keywords—Surrounding Gate Transistor (SGT), GAA, Z-RAM, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

During its development the DRAM has only made modest 

gains in scaling, as shown in Fig. 1 [3]-[9]. Reduction of the 

cell size from 6F2 to 4F2 [10] has been impacted by numerous 
difficulties, such as three dimensional capacitive coupling of 
WL-WL, BL-BL, and WL-transistor body, as well as high 
aspect ratio of the cell capacitor to store certain charges [11].  

  

Fig. 1 DRAM density trend announced in recent ISSCC’s. 

The capacitor less 1-transistor DRAM (1T-DRAM) has been 
studied extensively [12]-[19] over the last 30 years. But the 
conventional 1T-DRAM had a serious problem of the Word 
Line (WL)-Floating Body (FB) capacitive coupling, which 
prevented 1T-DRAM from commercialization. 

II. CONVENTIONAL 1T-DRAM 

Fig. 2 shows the data write and read mechanism. As for “1” 
write, electron-hole pairs are generated by the impact ionization 
near the drain. The generated excess holes boost the P-type FB 
of the NMOS on the SOI, while the generated electrons flow to 
the drain.  With respect to “0” write, the drain bias goes negative, 
so that the holes are absorbed in the drain by the forward biased 
pn-junction between the drain N+ and P-FB, as shown in Fig. 2. 
Whether the generated holes exist in the FB or not, the threshold 
voltages of the NMOS are changed because of the back-bias 

effect. Thereby, the stored data “1” and “0” are read. But the 
conventional 1T-DRAM had a serious problem of the WL-FB 
capacitive coupling, as shown in Fig. 3. Irrespective of 
whenever the WL goes up and down during writing and reading, 
the FB also goes up and down accordingly. Also, “1” and “0” 
are written by the positive and negative BL per page 
simultaneously, so that the reset and unselected WL voltages are 
forced to be negative so as not to destroy the stored data. As a 
result, the cell has a narrow margin between “1” and “0”, and it 
always suffers from noise, which induces the leakage current, as 
illustrated in Fig. 3. Here, CWL, CBL, and CSL are WL to FB, BL 
and SL junction capacitances, respectively. 

 

Fig. 2 Conventional 1T-DRAM cell operation mechanism. 

 

Fig. 3 WL-FB serious capacitive coupling. 

III. DYNAMIC FLASH MEMORY (DFM) FEATURES 

1. Perfect 4F2 Cell Size 

Fig. 4 presents the DFM structure, which is composed of 
single SGT [20] with dual gates. Straight WL’s run in the row 
direction, and straight BL’s run in the column direction, so that 
ultra-scaled 4F2 cells exist in their cross-points.  
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(a) Bird’s Eye  (b) Cross Section (c) Top (d) Equivalent Circuit 

Fig. 4 DFM structure. 

2. PL Significantly Reduces WL Capacitive Coupling Ratio 

On programming and reading, the PL gate capacitive 
coupling ratio to the FB of βPL can significantly reduce the WL 
of βWL, as illustrated in Fig. 5.  

 

Fig. 5 The FB stabilization by the PL gate. 

3. PL Creates Dramatical “1”-“0” Margin and Protection 

As a certain fixed voltage is applied to the PL gate, the “0” 
erased threshold voltage of the PL gate can completely prevent 
the cell current from flowing. Basically, the PL and WL gates 
play role as a memory device, and a select gate with a variable 
threshold voltage, respectively. In the case of “1” program, 
when generated holes are in the FB, the PL gate can induce a 
current. Conversely, in the “0” erase case, as no holes are in the 
FB, the PL gate doesn’t induce a current. As a result, the PL gate 
provides a significant “1” and “0” margin, as shown in Fig. 6. 
Furthermore, the programmed PL gate can create the inversion 
layer, so that it can shield the FB from external noises.  

 

Fig. 6 Wide “1”-“0” margin and the inversion layer shield. 

IV. DFM PROGRAM AND ERASE MECHANISM 

1. Programmed by the Source-side Impact Ionization 

As for “1” program, the source-side impact ionization has 
been utilized for the generation of hole-electron pairs, where the 
PL gate operates the saturation region, while the WL gate 

operates the linear region with the virtual drain, as shown in Fig. 
7. When the WL and BL return to 0V after the generation of 
holes, they exert little influence on the FB voltage, because the 
PL gate stabilizes the FB by the large capacitive coupling ratio 
to the FB of βPL. 

Fig. 7 The DFM “1” program mechanism. 

2. Erase Scheme I: SL Negative Bias 

Similar to the 1T-DRAM [12]-[19], holes can be ejected by 
the SL negative bias erasure with the floating BL. All the 
memory cells in a block, which is fabricated on the twin-well, 
are simultaneously erased by the negative biased SL. This 
design would require the negative charge pump, block decoder, 
and the twin-well process like the NAND Flash memory. 

3. Erase Scheme II: Holes push-out by the PL coupling 

In the design of the holes push-out erasure by the PL 
capacitive coupling, neither a negative charge pump nor twin-
well process is needed, so that not only the power but also the 
layout area will be reduced. Furthermore, the simple design and 
fast erasure operation will be attractive and promising. At the 
start of the erase operation, prior to the PL and WL rise, both the 
BL and SL go to the high levels of VBLH and VSLH at T1~T2, 
respectively, so as not to generate the inversion layer, as shown 
in Fig. 8.  

 

Fig. 8 Holes push-out by the PL coupling to the FB. 

At T3~T4, the PL and WL go high, and then the FB is 
boosted due to their capacitive coupling to the FB. When the BL 
and SL return to 0V at T5~T6, both pn-junctions of the BL and 
SL should be forward-biased, so that the excess holes are pushed 
out. Consequently, the FB voltage of VFB eventually becomes 
Vb.  Again, prior to the fall of PL and WL, at T7~T8 both the 
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BL and SL go high to extinguish the inversion layer which has 
been generated at T5~T6. Then, when the PL and WL go low at 
T9~T10, the FB becomes deeply negative due to their capacitive 
coupling. Finally, the BL and SL fall at T11~T12, which can 
compensate their boosting the FB at T7~T8. The difference of 
ΔVFB between the VFB“1” and VFB“0” is sufficiently large, 
because the sum of the βPL and βWL is close to 1. Therefore, the 
wide “0” and “1” margin can be attained without a negative bias 
circuit. 

V. TCAD SIMULATION RESULTS 

DFM operation has been qualitatively validated by the 2D 
T-CAD simulation of Advance/TCAD/Device by AdvanceSoft 
Corporation in comparison with the 1T-DRAM, as illustrated in 
Fig. 9. The model parameters of 1T-DRAM are referred to T. 
Ohsawa’s paper [19]. Fig. 10 shows the simulation result of 1T-
DRAM. Due to the large WL coupling ratio, the FB goes up and 
down, according as the WL movement. Also, “1” and “0” are 
written by the positive and negative BL per page simultaneously, 
so that the reset and unselected WL voltages are forced to be 
negative. Thereby, a very small margin remains. Conversely, 
with a high capacitive coupling ratio of the PL to the FB, and the 
block erase operation, DFM has successfully attained a huge 
wide margin of “1” program and “0” erase, as shown in Figs. 11 
and 12. With respect to “0” read, the WL voltage has been 
intentionally increased up to 3V, so that the PL gate ON/OFF 
can be verified. The VWL-Icell’s for both erase schemes were 
similar. 

 

              (a) 1T-DRAM                             (b) DFM 

Fig. 9 Simulation models for (a) 1T-DRAM and (b) DFM. 

Fig. 10 1T-DRAM simulation result. 

Fig. 11 Erase Scheme I: SL negative bias. 

Fig. 12 Erase Scheme II: Holes push-out. 

VI. BLOCK ERASE OPETAION 

Fig. 13 explains the block erase operation. Like Flash, a 
controller can manage the Logical-to-Physical Look-up Table 
(LP-Table). New data is copied and reprogrammed into one of 
erased blocks. 

 

Fig. 13 Block Erase Operation. 

VII. BLOCK REFRESH OPETAION 

 

(a) “1” Refresh                       (b) “0” Refresh 

Fig. 14 Block Refresh Operation. 

Fig. 14 presents the block refresh operation. With respect to 
the “1” refresh (a), both the threshold voltages of the WL and 
PL gates are low for “1” programmed cells of CL00, CL02, 
CL03, CL11, and CL13. Therefore, certain positive biases are 
applied to the all BL’s, WL’s, and PL’s, the currents can flow 
on the “1” programmed cells, so that those currents generate 
electron-hole pairs for the refresh operation. As for “0” refresh 
(b), the pulses are input to the PL and WL with BL=0V and 
SL=0V. The threshold voltages of the “0” erased cells of CL01, 
CL10, and CL12 are high, so that no inversion layers are 
generated. As a result, excess holes are pushed out from the SL 
and BL pn-junctions, because the FB voltages are boosted by the 
PL and WL capacitive couplings to the FB. Conversely, the 
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threshold voltages of “1” programmed cells of CL00, CL02, 
CL03, CL11, and CL13 are low, so that the inversion layers are 
generated to shield the excess holes from the PL and WL 
capacitive couplings. Unlike DRAM, as the refresh operation 
can be done by block, the duty cycle has been greatly improved.  

Fig. 15 Density comparison between DFM and DRAM. 

VIII. COMPETITIVE DFM STRATEGY 

Fig. 15 compares the density between the DFM and DRAM 
presented at recent three year ISSCC’s. The density of the DFM 
should be potentially four times higher than DRAM. Table 1 
summarizes the main features of the DFM. In the memory 
devices, there are three key metrics; 1) Speed, 2) Power, and 3) 
Bit Cost. The most significant element among three is 3) Bit 
Cost. Therefore, the low-cost DFM has a high potential to 
replace the existing DRAMs, the market for which is shown, in 
Fig. 16. 

Table 1 Main features of DFM. 

 

Fig. 16 Potential DFM positioning. 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

A novel memory device of the Dynamic Flash Memory 
(DFM) has been introduced. The DFM can exist at a tight cross-

point of the WL and BL with the memory cell size of 4F2. A low 
cost DFM is a very promising candidate next to DRAM and 
NAND in the memory hierarchy.  
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